Comparative Analysis of Network Libraries for Offloading Efficiency in Mobile Cloud Environment

Abstract—In the modern era, smartphones are increasingly becoming an integral and essential part of our daily life. Although the hardware capabilities of the smartphones (i.e., processing, memory, battery, and communication) are improving every day, however, it is not enough to handle computation-intensive applications, such as image processing, data analytics, and encryption. To overcome these limitations, mobile cloud computing (MCC) is introduced, which augments the capabilities of smartphones and resources of the cloud to provide better QoS performance to the user. The idea is to save resources in the smartphones by offloading the computationally intensive tasks to the cloud. In this context, researchers have proposed several offloading frameworks, mainly addressing challenges of why-what-when and where to offload. In this paper, however, we explore another challenging issue of offloading, i.e., how-to-offload. More specifically, we analyze different networking libraries (HttpURLConnection, OkHttp, Volley, Retrofit) and study their performance on various dynamic factors such as data size, communication media, hardware and software of the smartphone. Our objective is to explore if an application can use the same networking library for all the smartphones and all purposes or there is a need to make an adaptive decision based on the local constraints. To understand this, we perform a comprehensive analysis of the networking libraries on different Android smartphones in the real environment and found that there is a need of adaptive network library selection because libraries perform changes in different scenarios.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Over the last decade, we have seen unprecedented and exponential growth in the popularity of smartphones and smart devices. With increasing capability of the smart devices, consumers are becoming more demanding, and the developers are building more sophisticated applications with interesting features and complexity [1]. In spite of significant progress, smartphones are unable to accommodate user/application demands, particularly for applications that require resource-intensive processing, memory, and power. To solve the above problem, the concept of computation offloading or simply offloading is introduced in mobile cloud computing (MCC). Offloading is an idea that has been around for a long time and evolved from various paradigms of distributed computing. The concept gained more attention with the popularity of smartphones. Offloading augments the capabilities of smartphones and the resources of the cloud to complement the requirements of computation-intensive applications. The computational resources in the cloud can be provisioned on-demand to augment more capabilities to smartphones. Smartphones can offload large computations or computation intensive modules to the cloud via its wireless communication network for execution and retrieve the results [2]. The primary objective of offloading is to reduce the task execution time and energy consumption of smartphones. Offloading is also referred as cyber foraging [3] or remote execution [4]. The challenges of offloading includes the following decision problems: why, what, when, and where to offload [5], Fig. 1. Researchers have proposed several offloading frameworks and techniques to address these challenges. Broadly, an offloading decision is made by utilizing the local information of the smartphones, namely, CPU and memory utilization, code profiling, network speed and/or user behavior. These parameters are fed into an optimization engine to take optimal decision to achieve the offloading objectives [6], [7], [8], [9]. The optimization decision can be either be taken on mobile device [10], cloud [9] or both [11]. After the offloading decision, smartphone can send heavy computation [12] or network intensive tasks [13] to the cloud using a network library, as shown in Fig. 2.

In this paper, we investigate another challenging issue related to offloading, i.e., how-to-offload, particularly deals with the decision of selecting network library for transferring the computation or data from the smart devices to the cloud and vice-versa [14], [15]. Recently, the how-to-offload problem is also discussed in [16], where the author emphasis requirement of network library selection for realizing the offloading potentials. More specifically, we intend to investigate, if an application can use a particular network library in all smartphones or needs to select it dynamically, as shown in Fig. 3. There are several network libraries available for exchanging data in smartphones, such as HttpURLConnection, OkHttp, Volley, and Retrofit. However, selecting a particular library for an application is not straightforward, as it depends upon various dynamic factors, including file size, communication media, battery consumption, hardware and software of the smartphone. In this paper, we aim to study various network
offloading libraries that are currently supported by the Android OS and understand their behavior for the above factors.

As discussed before, researchers have rigorously studied the code profilers [17], network profilers [18], hardware and software profilers [19] to propose models and frameworks for addressing the why, what, when, and where challenges of offloading. However, in this paper, we are trying to explore the effect of the network libraries on offloading by analyzing the existing technologies using real implementation. The idea is to evaluate the effect of the network libraries on offloading. We believe that how-to-offload is an important factor in offloading that requires a more thorough investigation and careful evaluation. Without loss of generality, we abstract the problem of understanding the behavior of the libraries independent of any application in terms of the following factors:

- **Synchronous or Asynchronous Offloading:** An offloading operation can either be executed synchronously or asynchronously dependent upon the requirements of an application. Synchronous execution means the execution in a series. For example, in a chess game, a player makes the next move when the opponent turn is over. Asynchronous execution means to split the problem into multiple tasks and process them independently. For example, discussion forums where every user can post their views independent of any other user.

- **Data Size:** Library performance also depends on the amount of data an application needs to offload. For some application, we need to transfer only a small amount of data such as program files for execution. On the other hand, some application may require transferring large files such as video or images for analysis. Hence, there is a need to decide which of the above libraries is best suited for transferring a particular data size.

- **Network Medium:** The performance of the library also depends upon the communication media used for transferring the data, such as Wi-Fi or 4G.

- **Hardware/Software:** The effect of hardware configuration and operating system of the mobile devices on these libraries.

To analyze the performance of the networking libraries, we develop android applications for implementing these libraries. We consider a scenario, where a network library needs to offload data to the cloud, either in synchronous or asynchronous mode, via its underlay communication media. Evaluation is done on a test-bed, involving different file sizes, code execution, network medium and mobile devices of various configuration. For this evaluation, we spawn a virtual machine in Amazon Web Services (AWS) cloud to study and analyze the behaviors of these libraries in a real environment.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II provides the background of offloading frameworks and techniques. The terminologies used in our paper are described in Section III. In Section IV, we describe the overview of different networking libraries of Android OS and implementation detail of analyzing how to offload aspect. Section V presents the experimental setup used in the performance analysis of the various networking libraries. The results obtained from the performance evaluation are given in Section VI. In Section VII, we discuss the results obtained from the performance evaluation of offloading libraries in detail. Finally, we conclude our paper and discuss future works in Section VIII.

### II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we present a review of the proposed offloading frameworks and techniques. In [9], authors present a MAUI framework using a strategy based on code annotations to determine the computation intensive methods that can be offloaded. The main aim of this framework is to save the
energy of mobile devices by analyzing the computation intensive code using MAUI profiler which minimizes the burden of program partitioning on the programmer. Authors evaluate the MAUI’s energy consumption and performance benefits for different applications.

Clone Cloud [12] is another prominent framework for code offloading. In this model, a clone of the smartphone is maintained in the cloud that is synchronized with the user’s smartphone before offloading. The framework partitions the application utilizing static and dynamic profiling to optimize execution time and energy. In this article, authors have tested their model for the different applications and shown a relative improvement in execution speed and energy consumption of the mobile devices.

In [7], authors present ThinkAir framework to perform on-demand resource allocation. It exploits scalable resources of cloud by dynamically creating, resuming, and destroying virtual machines (VMs) whenever required for parallel execution of offloaded code to reduce execution time. In this paper, the authors analyze the execution time and battery consumption of applications over different networks for evaluating the framework.

In [20], authors propose ENDA, which is a three-tier offloading architecture involving smartphones, cloudlets, and cloud interacting among themselves to consider user mobility, network performance, and server load to make efficient offloading decisions. Authors design a greedy search algorithm to predict the user movement and select the energy efficient Wi-Fi access point for offloading. The main focus of ENDA is to generate optimal offloading decision by considering the user mobility and unstable network quality.

[21] discuss the COSMOS framework to provide offloading as-a-service to smart mobile devices. COSMOS acts as an intermediary between cloud and smartphone for cost-effective scheduling and allocation of the cloud resources, after receiving the offloading request from the mobile devices. The framework enhances the speed of mobile computation while at the same time reduce the cost of leasing cloud resources.

Authors in [22], puts forward a context-sensitive offloading decision algorithm to decide the network medium and cloud resource, including the resources of local mobile device cloud, cloudlet, public cloud for offloading at runtime based on the device context to improve the performance. In [23], an offloading strategy Cuckoo is introduced by authors. The main task of Cuckoo is to save battery life and minimize cost using static and dynamic profiling. In this paper, authors propose a skyline-based online resource scheduling to satisfy the offloading demands.

In [18], authors present SIMDOM offloading framework which translates the computation and resource intensive Single Instruction, Multiple Data (SIMD) instructions in a cloud or edge environments. The framework performs vector-to-vector instruction mappings to translate the ARM SIMD intrinsic instructions to x86 SIMD intrinsic instructions, so that mobile platform application can easily be executed on heterogeneous machines in a cloud or edge server without any modification. Offloading decision is taken by an offload manager using the values received from the application, energy, and network profilers.

In [11], authors propose EMCO, which uses crowdsensing to improve offloading decisions rather than profiling different parameters of individual devices. EMCO utilizes crowd sensed evidence traces as a novel mechanism for improving the performance of offloading systems. In [17], authors present MobiCOP, an offloading platform solution which is fully self-contained in a library format. Any Android software can integrate with MobiCOP without requiring extraneous third-party tools. The authors focus on the real-life implementation of the offloading solution irrespective of any customized OS versions.
Most papers discussed above evaluate the performance of a framework by analyzing the total time required for executing a task and battery consumption when offloading over the different network medium. However, in this paper, we focus on the network libraries that are often used for offloading the computation tasks to the cloud. We intend to investigate the need for adaptive network library selection procedure, depending upon dynamic parameters like data size, execution mode, communication media, hardware and software of the mobile devices.

### III. Terminologies

1) **Data vs Code Offloading:** The smartphones can either offload code or data to the cloud. Sensors are the most prominent source of data generation. The data generation rate of the sensors can vary depending upon the requirements of the application. However, most of the big data analytics and machine learning programs are executed in the cloud, which requires the user to transfer a large amount of data from its smart devices to the cloud, also known as **data offloading**.

The data-intensive applications and sensors often store huge amount of data in the cloud and downloading the data to a local server for processing may not be efficient. A user needs to send the program file or code from smart device to cloud for performing the particular computation. After processing data, the result is revert to the user. This strategy requires only transferring a small amount of data, i.e., program code and result from the server, also known as **code offloading**.

The problem of an efficient code offloading can be complex, particularly if it involves multiple servers [24] or applications.

2) **Synchronous vs Asynchronous Offloading:** There are two ways in which code/data can be offloaded for execution on the cloud **synchronously** or **asynchronously**. The synchronous transfer used in the applications that require serial execution of a particular task. In other words, the tasks are executed one after the other. In synchronous execution, the output received from the executed code can is used as an input for another program, i.e., the tasks can be dependent on each other. Synchronous execution is also utilized in situations where the tasks are frequently accessing a shared memory location [25]. A real-life example of synchronous execution is communication over walkie-talkie where a person responds when the other person’s message is finished. Another example, a chess game, a player will make the next move when the opponent turn is over. Fig. 4 shows the sequence diagram of the synchronous transfer of files from a mobile device to the cloud. Next file is started to upload when the successful acknowledgment or result of the previous file is received from the cloud.

Similarly, asynchronous offloading used in situations where the task is independent of each other and don’t access shared memory. In other words, the result of the offloaded task is not required by other tasks for their execution. Asynchronous execution split up the problem into multiple tasks and process them independently [26], [27]. A real-life example of asynchronous execution is *discussion forums* where every user can post their views independent of any other user. Another example is communication over mobile networks where persons listen and respond when talking to the other person simultaneously. Fig. 5 shows the sequence diagram of the asynchronous transfer of files from a mobile device to the cloud. Files are uploaded one after another consecutively before receiving the response from the cloud server.

### IV. Offloading Libraries

In this section, we provide a detailed discussion of four different network libraries that are commonly used for exchanging data from the cloud.

#### A. HttpURLConnection

*HttpURLConnection* is an abstract class of JAVA extended from the URLConnection class. Developers popularly use it for exchanging data from the web servers. As the name suggests, it works on HTTP protocol and contains additional HTTP specific features. A single instance of HttpURLConnection is used to make a single request from the HTTP server. HttpURLConnection can be used only for the synchronous networking calls; it does not support asynchronous calls.
Before the introduction of other networking libraries, it was officially suggested by the Android developing team to use HttpURLConnection [28] for the networking purposes.

To use the HttpURLConnection class for uploading data from a client or smart-device to the server is started by obtaining a new HttpURLConnection by calling URL.openConnection() and casting the result to HttpURLConnection and configure the connection for output using setDoOutput(true). If the size of the file or data is known in advance we can call setFixedLengthStreamingMode(int) or setChunkedStreamingMode(int) when it is not. Below we give the abstract code to perform an upload using HttpURLConnection class:

```java
URL url = new URL(uploadServerUrl);
HttpURLConnection urlConnection = (HttpURLConnection) url.openConnection();
try {
    urlConnection.setDoOutput(true);
    urlConnection.setChunkedStreamingMode(0);
    OutputStream out = new
            BufferedOutputStream
            (urlConnection.getOutputStream());
    writeStream(out);
    InputStream in = new
            BufferedInputStream
            (urlConnection.getInputStream());
    readStream(in);
} finally {
    urlConnection.disconnect();
}
```

Below is the abstract code for retrieving the result or file from the server using HttpURLConnection class:

```java
URL url = new URL(sourceFileUrl);
HttpURLConnection urlConnection = (HttpURLConnection) url.openConnection();
try {
    InputStream in = new
            BufferedInputStream
            (urlConnection.getInputStream());
    readStream(in);
} finally {
    urlConnection.disconnect();
}
```

Below we give an abstract code to perform a file upload synchronously and asynchronously. For synchronous network call, create a call object using client and use the execute method. The synchronous request should be executed on a background thread; otherwise, it gives network error. For asynchronous network call, execute method is replaced with the enqueue method. There is no need for background thread for making asynchronous network calls.

```
OkHttpClient client = new OkHttpClient();
RequestBody file_body = RequestBody.create
        (MediaType.parse(content_type), file);
RequestBody request_body = new
        MultipartBody.Builder()
        .setType(MultipartBody.FORM)
        .addFormDataPart("name",
                file_name, file_body)
        .build();
Request request = new Request.Builder()
        .url(ServerUrl)
        .post(request_body)
        .build();
// For Synchronous Calls
Response response =
        client.newCall(request).execute();
// For Asynchronous Calls
client.newCall(request).enqueue(new
        Callback() {
            public void onFailure(Call
call, IOException e) {
            }
            public void onResponse(Call call, final
                    Response response) throws IOException {
                // do something with the result
            }
        });
```

Similarly, files can be downloaded from the cloud in synchronous and asynchronous manner using.

```
OkHttpClient client = new OkHttpClient();
Request request = new
        Request.Builder().url(file_url).build();
// For Synchronous Calls
try {
    Response response =
            client.newCall(request).execute();
    write(fileTodisk);
} catch (Exception e) {
    e.printStackTrace();
}
// For Asynchronous Calls
try {
    Response response =
            client.newCall(request).enqueue(new
                    Callback() {
            public void onFailure(Call
call, IOException e) {
            }
            public void onResponse(Call call, final
                    Response response) throws IOException {
                // do something with the result
            }
        });
```

B. OkHttp

OkHttp networking library is an open source project which is introduced by Square [29]. OkHttp is an efficient HTTP client which supports HTTP, HTTP 2.0 and SPDY protocols. OkHttp multiplex several HTTP requests over one socket connection. OkHttp is a powerful networking tool which does not require any REST library and its also support both synchronous and asynchronous networking calls. It also provides the caching mechanism to cache the response from the server to avoid repeated network request.
C. Volley

Volley is a HTTP networking library introduced by Google in Google I/O 2013. Volley provides many powerful networking tools out of the box for the users. Some of the prominent features are multiple concurrent network request, automatic scheduling, and prioritization of the network request, cancellation of single or blocks of requests and provide effective memory response caching. Volley is easy to code, and it fetched data asynchronously from the network [30]. Here, we give an abstract code of sending a file to the server using Volley.

```java
// Instantiate the RequestQueue
RequestQueue queue = Volley.newRequestQueue(this);
String url = "http://www.serverip.com";

// Request a string response from the provided URL.
MultiPartRequest request = new SimpleMultiPartRequest(Request.Method.GET, serverUrl,
            new Response.Listener<String>() {
                @Override
                public void onResponse(String response) {
                }
            }, new Response.ErrorListener() {
                @Override
                public void onErrorResponse(VolleyError error) {
                }
            });

// Add the request to the RequestQueue
request.addFile("name", file);
queue.add(request);
```

Below is the abstract code for downloading a file from the server using Volley:

```java
RequestQueue queue = Volley.newRequestQueue();
InputStreamVolleyRequest request = new InputStreamVolleyRequest(Request.Method.GET, fileUrl, this, this, null);
queue.add(request);

public void onErrorResponse(VolleyError error) {
    // Interface for File Upload
    interface Upload {
        @Multipart
        @POST("upload.php")
        Call<ResponseBody> uploadAttachment(@Part MultipartBody.Part filePart);
    }

    Retrofit.Builder builder = new Retrofit.Builder()
            .baseUrl(serverUrl);
    Retrofit retrofit = builder.build();
    Download api = retrofit.create(Download.class);
    Call<ResponseBody> call = api.downloadFile(fileURL);
    // For Synchronous Calls
    call.execute();
    // For Asynchronous Calls
    call.enqueue(new Callback<ResponseBody>() {
        @Override
        public void onResponse(Call<ResponseBody> call, Response<ResponseBody> response) {
            // Interface for File Upload
            Interface Upload upload = new Retrofit.Builder()
                    .baseUrl(serverUrl)
                    .build()
                    .create(Upload.class);
        }
    });
```

D. Retrofit

Retrofit is type-safe and one of the most popular HTTP client for Android by Square. It is very easy to use and convert the HTTP API into Java interface. It performs network function using REST based web services. Retrofit support both synchronous and asynchronous network request to the remote web server. It also provides a caching mechanism for repeated network request [31]. Retrofit converts HTTP API into Java interface which helps to treat your network calls as simple Java method calls. Below is the abstract code for uploading files to the server in both synchronous and asynchronous manner:

```java
MultipartBody.Part filePart =
        MultipartBody.Part .createFormData("name",
            file_name, RequestBody
            .create(MediaType.parse("*/*"), file));
    Retrofit.Builder builder = new
    Retrofit.Builder()
            .baseUrl(serverUrl);
    Retrofit retrofit = builder.build();
    Upload api = retrofit.create(Upload.class);
    Call<ResponseBody> call =
        api.uploadAttachment(filePart);
    // For Synchronous Calls
    call.execute();
    // For Asynchronous Calls
    call.enqueue(new Callback<ResponseBody>() {
        @Override
        public void onResponse(Call<ResponseBody> call, Response<ResponseBody> response) {
            // Interface for File Upload
            Interface Upload upload = new Retrofit.Builder()
                    .baseUrl(serverUrl)
                    .build()
                    .create(Upload.class);
        }
    });
```

Below is the abstract code for downloading files from the server in both synchronous and asynchronous manner:

```java
Retrofit.Builder builder = new
    Retrofit.Builder()
            .baseUrl(serverUrl);
    Retrofit retrofit = builder.build();
    Download api = retrofit.create(Download.class);
    Call<ResponseBody> call =
        api.downloadFile(fileURL);
    // For Synchronous Calls
    Response<ResponseBody> response =
        call.execute();
    writeFileToDisk();
    // For Asynchronous Calls
    call.enqueue(new Callback<ResponseBody>() {
        @Override
        public void onResponse(Call<ResponseBody> call, Response<ResponseBody> response) {
            // Interface for File Upload
            Interface Upload upload = new Retrofit.Builder()
                    .baseUrl(serverUrl)
                    .build()
                    .create(Upload.class);
        }
    });
```
V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

To understand the performance, we develop an Android application to implement different network libraries. We study the behavior of the libraries under different parameters like code execution, data size, wireless media, and mobile devices. The evaluation is conducted on the WiFi and 4G networks, using two smartphones of different hardware and software configurations. The experiments evaluate the performance of both synchronous and asynchronous libraries by sending the files of different sizes to the cloud through WiFi and 4G networks. For real evaluation, we spawn a virtual machine or an Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) instance in AWS cloud, so that the behavior of these libraries is studied and analyzed in a real environment. The configuration details of an (EC2) instance is given in Table I. We place our virtual machine in the US-West (Oregon) data center region. The virtual machine is intentionally placed very far, to consider the worst case scenario and evaluate the libraries under varied network traffic conditions. We conduct the experiments for a week, at different times during day and night. The performance of libraries is analyzed regarding battery consumption and network delay incurred due to the effect of various factors such as file size, network media, hardware and software of the smartphones. The libraries used for synchronous or asynchronous data transfer from mobile device to the cloud are mentioned in Table II.

Depending upon the nature of the applications, we may need to upload data of different size ranging from few bytes to MB’s, in our paper we consider the files size ranging from 200 bytes - 8 MB. In the following discussion, the term “data” or “file” is used to represent both code and data offloading, as discussed previously in Section III. Code offloading requires sending files of small size, whereas data offloading transfers a large amount of data for storage in the cloud. While testing the libraries for particular file size, we send multiple copies of the same file to the cloud to negate the effect of the network on the performance of a library at a particular instant. For synchronous transmission, we send the files one-by-one after receiving the response from the server; whereas for asynchronous transmission, we send the files in parallel without waiting for the response from the cloud.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In the following section, we first introduce the parameters used for the performance evaluation and later, we explain the experimental results that are received after the analysis of the network libraries.

- **Total Delay**: Total delay is the time required for uploading/downloading files to and from a mobile device to the AWS cloud. This includes the time required for reading the file from secondary storage to the internal buffer, transmission time and ACK time from the cloud. This parameter is very crucial for time-sensitive applications.

- **Success rate**: The success rate is calculated as a ratio of the total successful acknowledgments received by the total number of files sent. This parameter shows the reliability of a library for an offloading application.

- **Battery utilization**: One of the major goals of offloading is to save the energy of mobile devices by migrating heavy computation to the cloud. This parameter evaluates the battery consumption of networking libraries in different circumstances.

A. Analyzing Total Delay

1) **Upload Performance**: Fig. 6 shows the upload timing for different file sizes on WiFi network for both synchronous and asynchronous transmissions. Among synchronous libraries, the HttpURL performs better than OkHttp and Retrofit for small file sizes (< 80 kB). As shown in Fig. 6(a), the difference in network delay between HttpURL and OkHttp/Retrofit is around 100 – 300 ms. However, as the file size increases (between 200 kB - 8 MB), the difference becomes more prominent and reaches 3000 – 4000 ms, Fig. 6(b). Although the time difference for small file size is not much, if we have a large number of small files to offload or working on time-sensitive applications, the overall difference is quite significant.

For asynchronous transmission, the performance of Volley is better for small file size in comparison to OkHttp and Retrofit. The difference in the network delay between Volley and the other two libraries is around 100 ms, Fig. 6(c). However, it is not true in case of large files, the performance of OkHttp and Retrofit improves as the file size increases (> 200
Volley for large files size (kB). The difference in network delay between OkHttp and Volley for large files size (8 MB) rise to 2000 ms, Fig. 6(d).

Our experiment shows a similar pattern for both synchronous and asynchronous transmission in the 4G network for smartphone-1. For smartphone-2, the pattern is similar to that of smartphone-1 for both WiFi and 4G network medium. In the case of smartphone-2, the network delay for synchronous and asynchronous transmission rise by $600 - 700$ and $300 - 350$ ms respectively in a WiFi network. Similarly, the network delay increases by $1000 - 1200$ & $600 - 700$ ms for both synchronous and asynchronous transmission in the 4G network. This increment in network delay is due to the difference in hardware and software configuration of both the smartphones, discussed later in Section VI-A4.

2) Download Performance: Fig. 7 shows the downloading performance of both synchronous and asynchronous offloading libraries on smartphone-1 using WiFi network. Our experiment shows a similar pattern for the 4G network. Fig. 7(a) and 7(b) shows that OkHttp and Retrofit performs better than HttpURL. For small file sizes, the network delay difference between OkHttp/Retrofit and HttpURL is around $100 - 200$ ms. This difference can prove to be quite significant for the applications downloading a large number of files or time-sensitive result from the cloud. However, as the file size increases, the difference gets more noticeable and reaches to $3000 - 4000$ ms for large file size (8 MB). Similarly, for asynchronous transmissions, as shown in Fig. 7(c) and 7(d), the performance of Volley is better than OkHttp and Retrofit. The network delay difference of Volley and OkHttp for small files is around 100 ms, and for large file size, the difference is around 2000 ms.

For smartphone-2, the network delay pattern in WiFi and 4G is similar to the smartphone-1, but in case of synchronous transmission in WiFi network, HttpURL performs better than OkHttp and Retrofit. The contrast in the performance of the libraries can be seen in Fig. 7(a), 8(a) & 7(b), 8(b). The results suggest that for downloading files/output synchronously from
cloud to a high-end smartphone, OkHttp and Retrofit better than HttpURL. But, for low-end smartphones, the HttpURL performance is better than OkHttp and Retrofit.

3) Network comparison: In this section, we compare the network delay of different network medium, i.e., WiFi and 4G for both uploading and downloading. We compare the network delay of both the network media by sending the same file (8 MB) using smartphone-1. The result is shown in Fig. 9 and similar trend follows for smartphone-2. From the results, we find that the performance of WiFi is better than the 4G network. The delay difference between both the network for uploading 8 MB file in synchronous mode is 1300 – 1700 ms, and for asynchronous mode, the delay difference is 1100 – 1300. Similarly, the network delay difference in WiFi and 4G network for downloading large data (8 MB) from the cloud in synchronous mode is 2000 – 2300 ms and for asynchronous mode is 800 – 1000 ms.

The primary advantage of 4G is near-ubiquitous coverage over WiFi. The recent studies have shown that the WiFi offers higher and consistent throughput whereas round-trip times of 4G are lengthy and bandwidth is limited [32]. In our experiment, we found that the round-trip time of WiFi and 4G network to the virtual machine setup in the AWS cloud lies in the range 300 - 350 ms and 480 - 550 ms respectively.

4) Hardware and Software comparison: Finally, we study the effect of hardware and software on the performance of the offloading libraries. We compare the uploading and downloading network delay analysis of both the smartphones using 8 MB file on the WiFi network. The result for the WiFi is shown in Fig. 10, and a similar trend follows for the 4G network. In the case of offloading, the time delay for synchronous libraries is between 600 – 700 ms, and for synchronous libraries, it is around 300 – 350 ms. For downloading the result or data in synchronously, the delay is around 900 – 1600 ms, and for asynchronous transmission, it is around 800 – 1000 ms.

Our analysis shows that the performance of the networking libraries for a high-end smartphone (Smartphone-1) is better compared to the low-end smartphone (Smartphone-2). This difference in the performance of libraries is due to the difference in the hardware and software of the smartphones. Hardware differences in smartphones like WiFi antenna, memory (required for buffering) and processing power plays an important role in the performance of the libraries. Besides, smartphones with latest OS can manage the resources more efficiently, in comparison to an older version of the OS.
B. Success Rate Analysis

Next, we try to evaluate the success rate of the libraries, i.e., the number of successful transmissions by sending 500 files (i.e., 1 MB × 500 = 500 MB) to the cloud in both synchronous and asynchronous mode. The success rate is very an important parameter for understanding the reliability of a library while transferring sensitive data to the cloud. We find that the success rate of synchronous libraries Table IV is better than asynchronous libraries Table V. The success rate of the 4G network is less than the WiFi network, which can be due to the large number of users and variations in the network traffic in the 4G network. Overall the reliability of Retrofit is better than the other libraries for both synchronous and asynchronous scenarios on both networks. The success rate of Retrofit is almost 100% in all the scenarios.

C. Battery Consumption Analysis

We also study the energy consumption of the offloading libraries on WiFi and 4G networks, which is an important concern for the resource-constrained mobile devices. In this, we used the power-save mode (PSM) for the results presented in Fig. 11. In power save mode, the smartphone’s WiFi radio wakes up only when it has to transmit data and once every 100 ms when it checks whether there is any incoming data from the access point. Fig. 11, also shows that the battery consumption by the asynchronous libraries is almost half compared to synchronous libraries. Also, the battery consumption in 4G is almost twice as compared to the WiFi network, which is due to the lengthy RTT and limited bandwidth of the 4G network as compared to WiFi. Similar, results are also found for the smartphone-2.

VII. Discussion

In this section, we briefly discuss the role of networking libraries in offloading computation intensive tasks form the smart devices and the highlight the requirement of a framework for adaptive library selection based on the local dynamics of the smartphones.

- From experiments, we find that in the case of synchronous offloading, HttpUrl performs better than Retrofit and OkHttp for small file sizes. However, as the file size increases, OkHttp performs better than the two. This is true for both WiFi and 4G networks. We notice an exception for the low-end smartphones operating on WiFi networks, where HttpUrl shows a better performance for large file sizes as well.

- Offloading in asynchronous mode is also library dependent. In the case of asynchronous uploading, Volley and OkHttp perform better for small and large files, respectively. However, for asynchronous download from the cloud, Volley performs better than OkHttp and Retrofit for both small and large files.

- One of the main objectives of offloading is to save battery in smartphones. In this context, HttpUrl shows better performance for synchronous transmission, whereas OkHttp is more energy efficient for asynchronous transmissions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Success Rate-WiFi</th>
<th>Success Rate-4G</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>HttpUrl</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>OkHttp</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Retrofit</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Success Rate-WiFi</th>
<th>Success Rate-4G</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Volley</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>OkHttp</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Retrofit</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Although the offloading delay for synchronous transmissions is greater than that of asynchronous transmissions, the opposite is true for offloading reliability. Retrofit shows better reliability for both synchronous and asynchronous transmissions in WiFi and 4G networks.

Our above discussion shows that the performance of the networking libraries depends upon the parameters like data size, network medium, hardware and software of mobile devices. An application with a predefined network library may not achieve the desired offloading performance for all mobile devices. So, an adaptive offloading framework is required for providing better QoS to the user.

VIII. Conclusion

In this paper, we present a comprehensive analysis of HttpUrl, OkHttp, Retrofit and Volley networking libraries that are commonly used for offloading data from the mobile devices. The main objective of this work is to understand “how to offload” data in a real environment, to optimize the performance of an offloading model. In this paper, we investigate the performance of the libraries for parameters like code execution, data size, network medium, hardware and software of mobile devices. Our evaluation shows that, depending upon the nature of the application, available resources and offloading goals like execution speed, reducing energy consumption, reliability of data transmission, an adaptive network library selection framework can be developed for offloading computational tasks to the cloud. In the future, we intend to propose an offloading framework for adaptive network library selection depending upon the above criteria.
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